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Essential Question(s): 

1)  Graphically, what does the derivative of a function represent? 

2)  How is differentiation used in physics? 

3)  What kind of function would require use of the chain rule? 

4)  What is the difference between implicit and explicit differentiation? 

 

Big Idea(s): 

1)  The first derivative of a function at a point is the slope of the tangent line to 

the function at that point. 

2)  In physics, 



f x  represents the  position function with respect to time, 



f x  

represents the velocity function, and 



f x  represents the acceleration function. 

3)  The function dictates which techniques are used to perform differentiation. 

4)  Each of the differentiation rules (constant, power, product, quotient, chain, 

trigonometric, and implicit) have their own equations and require varying 

algebraic skills. 
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CT State Standards (includes West Haven’s “Priority” GLES’s in BOLD and 

“Supporting” Standards) 

 

I.  Present the concept of the derivative numerically, geometrically, and 

analytically, interpret the derivative as an instantaneous rate of change, and use 

the derivative to the solve the tangent line problem. 

 

1)  Define the derivative of a function and find it by the limit process for both 

linear and non-linear functions.  Explore functions whose one-sided derivatives 

are different or with vertical tangents and develop the relationship between 

differentiability and continuity. 

2)  Detect how the derivative can be used to determine the rate of change of one 

variable with respect to another, and apply this concept to population growth 

rates, production rates, rates of flow of a liquid, velocity, and acceleration. 

3)  Apply the differentiation rules (constant, power, product, quotient, chain, 

trigonometric, and implicit) to find the derivative without the limit process to a 

variety of functions. 

4)  Find the rates of change of two or more variables that are changing with 

respect to time in application problems involving related rates.  e.g., inflating a 

balloon, velocity of an airplane or piston, changing angle of elevation. 
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“Unwrapped” Concepts and Skills, and Bloom Levels (BL) 

Concepts(Need to Know) Skills(Able to Do) BL 
 

Derivative 
Rate of Change 

Tangent Line Problem 
Limit Process 

Linear and Non-linear Functions 
Continuity 

Vertical Tangents 
Velocity 

Acceleration 
Constant Rule 

Power Rule 
Product Rule 
Quotient Rule 

Chain Rule 
Trigonometric Rules 

Implicit Differentiation 
Related Rates 

 
 

 
Present (Derivative) 

Interpret (Derivative) 
Use (Derivative) 

Define (Derivative) 
Explore (Functions) 

Develop (Continuity) 
Apply (Rules) 

Find (Derivative, Rate of Change) 
 

 
(2) 
(2) 
(3) 
(1) 
(4) 
(6) 
(3) 
(1) 

 

 

Assessments 

Common Formative Pre- Assessment (Followed by Data Team Analysis): 

 

“Dipsticks” (Informal Progress Monitoring Checks): 

Calc quiz 1-3 

Calc quiz 1-4 
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Common Formative Post- Assessment (Followed by Data Team Analysis): 

Calc test 1-3 

 

 

 

Instructional Planning 

Suggested Resources/Materials: 

1)  Calculus of a Single Variable, Larson, p. 93-157 

2)  Calculus, Finney, p. 98-184 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suggested Research-based Effective Instructional Strategies: 
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Vocabulary/Word Wall Enrichment/Extension Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

 

Derivative 
Rate of Change 

Tangent Line Problem 
Limit Process 

Linear and Non-linear 
Functions 
Continuity 

Vertical Tangents 
Velocity 

Acceleration 
Constant Rule 

Power Rule 
Product Rule 

Quotient Rule 
Chain Rule 

Trigonometric Rules 
Implicit Differentiation 

Related Rates 
 

 

Calc of a SV 

p.102, 5-50 

p.113, 1-95 odd 

p.124, 1-99 odd 

p.133, 7-78 

p.142, 1-30 

p.149, 1-35 

p.153, 1-111 

 

 

Calc of a SV 

p.149, 25-54 

 

 

 

 


